**Flight Campaign ID:** 2017_P2C1  
**FBO ID & City:** Fairbanks, Alaska (PAFA)  
**Domain:** enroute to D18  
**Sites Flown:** n/a  
**Days left in Domain:** n/a  
**Flight Hours:** 5.1  
**Hours until maintenance:** 112.75  

**Date:** 2017-07-09  
**Report Author:** John Adler  
**Pilots:** Grant Frost, Kyler Dalton  
**Flight Crew:** John Adler  
**Ground/GPS:** None  
**Additional Personnel:** None

**GPS Instruments:** None

**Summary:** Filed IFR flight plan, which was prudent to get throught the clouds in between Fort Nelson and Whitehorse. Arrived in Fairbanks and discussed potential flights with the NASA Above group. Michael Wusso and Heather Rogers travelled commercial to Deadhorse arriving in the evening.

**Issues/Concerns:** The Twin Otter needs to have an engine tach replaced; a mechanic is arriving and should be able to remedy the situation tomorrow morning. We expect to be in Deadhorse by Monday evening and begin cooling the NIS.

**Comments:** Almost there!

...looking to the south between the Canadian border and Fairbanks...